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Introduction. Let G denote the multiplicative group of matrices

o
where a, ft, c, d are integers and ad — bc = 1, and Go(w) the subgroup of

G characterized by c=0 (mod w), where n is an integer different from

0. In a forthcoming paper [l] the author has proved the following

theorem:

Theorem 1. Let H be a subgroup of G containing GB(n). Then

H—Go(m), where m\n.

The proof given was by an induction and made use of properties

of the representatives of Go(nN) in G0(w). The referee for [l ] furnished

the author with an ingenious proof of Theorem 1 which avoided the

induction. Since then the author has found a simpler proof which is

more illuminating. This proof of Theorem 1 will be given here.

Set

-CD- -CD-
We note that

s'-C i> w'-(l d-
S is an element of Go(n) ior every n, and so SEH.

Lemma 1. Let

Then W°EH.

Proof. We have

/l    x\ fa    ft\      /a + xc   ft + xd\

~\0    l)\c   d)~\    c d    )
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Since (a, c) = 1, there is an x such that ia+xc, ra) = 1. (Thisis a con-

sequence of Dirichlet's theorem, but can be proved in an elementary

fashion. See e.g., p. 17 [2].) Thus associated with every matrix

M-C !)efl

there is a matrix

(ao   bo\

such that (a0, w) = 1.

Since (a0, ra) = l, we can determine y such that a0y = c (mod ra).

Then

/    1    0\ (ao   h\      (    a0 h    \
W-"M* = {      Jl     J=( j   h )eG„(«).

\—y   1/V    d/      \c — aoy   d — boy/

Hence  W~«MoGH, and so  W~"GH. Thus  W^GH. Since a0y=c
(mod ra) and WnGGo(n)QH, WCGH. Lemma 1 is thus proved.

Lemma 2. Let Z denote the totality {c\, where

C >"■
Then Z is an ideal in the ring of integers and hence a principal ideal.

Proof. This is immediate, since if c\, c2GZ then Wc\ W*GH by

Lemma 1, and so for arbitrary integers p, q

(Wcl)p(WCi)'1 = Wpci+''c' G H,

whence pCi+qdGZ.

We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1. Put Z=(m). Since G0(ra)

QH, (n)C!Z, and so m|ra. Trivially, HQG0(m). Furthermore, let

M = (a      \GGo(m).
\mc   df

Reasoning as before, we can find an x such that

(ao     0o\

J'mc    d /

where  (ao, ra) = 1. Since (ao, ra) = 1, we can determine y so that

aoy = — 1 (mod ra). For this y,
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/ 1     0\/o0     b0\Wmc»S*M = ( ) ( )

\mcy   1/ \mc    d /

(flo fto       \
)EGo(n).

mc(a0y + 1)    mcyb0 + dj

Hence WmcvSxMEH. But Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that WmcvEH.

Since also S*Gi7, MEH. Thus G0(m)CZH, and so H=G0(m). This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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